FEM ANALYSIS OF CLINCHING JOINT MACHINE’S C-FRAME RIGIDITY
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This paper presents the results of FEM analysis for clinching joint machine’s C-frame. Several versions of frame geometry were accounted for when analyzing the straining of material, including the mass reduction. The purpose of this FEM simulation was to determine the effect of mass reducing material recess on the structure rigidity. ABAQUS software was used to analyze the frame material straining from both the qualitative and quantitative point of view.
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1. Introduction

Robot equipped assembly stations are extensively used in the industry branches. These stations are used especially in the automotive industry, where fully automated car body assembly lines equipped available (Fig. 1); these stations are equipped with industry robots and clinching joint machines with or without native material [8, 9, 12].

Joining car body elements is a fully automated process using the industry robot working with high speeds. This high speed work is related with high loads due to a robot path dynamics.

When designing the robot’s manipulator movements, energy minimum and time loads are sometimes considered as a target functions to perform these movements at given design and dynamic limitations.

The relation between forces affecting the system and the inertia forces is presented below in the matrix form:

\[ H(q)\ddot{q} + h(q, \dot{q}) = P \]  

where:

- \( H(q) \) – the inertia matrix of an industry robot’s manipulator (IRM),
- \( h(q, \dot{q}) \) – matrix of Coriolis centrifugal force and gravity of IRM,
- \( P \) – vector of generalized moments applied to IRM items [6].

It is reasonable to find a way to reduce unwanted IRM loads. One of possible solutions is to reduce the C-frame mass relatively while preserving its allowed deflection when joining sheet metal pieces.

The devices used both in mobile industry robots and fixed workstations can be equipped with C-frames (Fig. 2). When producing thick joints of sheet metals, the C-frames are replaced with heavy bodies, which due to their mass are used in fixed assembly stations.

Both mobile and fixed solutions can be driven by electric servomotors, pneumatic-hydraulic drives and controlled hydraulic cylinders. The electric servomotors offer the best capabilities of precise control. These drives are available as compact and modular devices of limited own mass. These constructions supplement existing and developing conventional press drives. They are used in highly demanding plastic working industry branches [14, 15].

In the plastic working processes it is very important to achieve the adequate rigidity of a forming tool and the ma-
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machine body, e.g. the press frame. When these requirements are fulfilled, the produced item form repeatability is preserved [1, 2, 7].

The purpose of this paper is to present the strength analysis of effect of selected geometry versions of C-frame in the industry robot manipulator producing the thin-walled structures with clinching joints.

The calculations were performed for various frame geometry models at assumed identical maximum joining force and material type. The strength analysis was performed with the finite element method (FEM).

2. The frame deflection effect on tool positioning when forming the joint

The most developed sheet joining methods by local cold pressing include:
- local material restamping using round tools, and
- bonding the sheet metal layers by restamping with local notch [3,12].

For round clinching joints, the identical joint strength is achieved in each radial load direction. The rectangle clinching joints with notch have an irregular form and the joint behaves differently when changing the load direction [10].

From the point of view of the forming tools mating in the plastic working process, preserving the adequate machine body rigidity with its possibly low mass is critical [4].

Small rigidity of support C-frame results in an increased tool axis deviation and low repeatability, i.e. the joint round in its all radial directions.

The tool face deviation due to the force F by angle \(\phi\) in relation to center \(c\) results in frame deflection by \(f\) (Fig. 3a). The axes of mating tools mounted in the frame are then deviated by angle \(\gamma\). Due to the C-frame deflection, the base surface position to set the die is deviated, and this in turn changes parameter X value by \(\Delta x\). The X displacement component affects achieving the clinching joint's bottom of a specified thickness X. The X value of a joint is a measured process parameter, which affects corresponding lock forming in materials being joined [11]. This is critical when joining thin sheet metals, as the joint walls may become drastically thin (Fig. 3b) [13].

For automated workstations, the diagnostic system monitors the machine status, and thus the joining process. Possible deviations from the starting values (standard ones determined in a specified test) in e.g. forming force are indicated on the operator panel (Fig. 4). Sudden change of its value may indicate the friction or fatigue wear of tool.

3. The assumptions of FEM analysis geometry models

When analyzing the rigidity of various frame geometry models we decided to use only fixed external dimensions and variables including mass reduction by implementing internal recesses. The full
frame was a base model (M-I; Fig. 5), for which remaining six were created (Fig. 6). The analysis of opening position effect was additionally performed for model M-III (Fig. 6a and Table 1).

When analyzing the opening position effect on frame deflection, its distance \( d \) was assumed in range 50 to 100 with 10 mm pitch (Fig. 6a and Table 1). In all models, the external dimensions and thickness were identical, and only the opening geometry in the frame was changed.

Performing the FEM analysis for C-frame loaded with force \( F \) allowed us to check how much the change of opening geometry increased the frame deflection. This will allow to perform the opening placement optimization task in the future. The geometry of full frame was taken from the product catalog of the C-frame manufacturer.

### 4. Modeling the frame load in ABAQUS software

Due to a simple structure, all geometrical models were created directly in MES ABAQUS 6.10.1 software and digitized. The base model of full frame included the finite element mesh of 81,000 10-node tetragonal elements; the elements were designated in the program library as C3D10.

The boundary conditions and the external load (as a maximum joining force \( F \) on C-frame of these dimensions) were defined in the coordinate system of the model \((x, y, z)\); Fig. 7a). The opening were skipped on the drive mounting flange, and the node displacement limitation on its surface in all directions and rotation limitation in relation to \( x, y, z \) axis of the system was assumed. The force \( F \) was 50 kN, modulus of elasticity for steel was \( E = 2.1 \times 10^5 \text{ MPa} \), and the Poisson’s coefficient was \( v = 0.3 \). The solid model with force application points, the model anchorage points and the mesh generated for this model were presented on Fig. 7a and 7b.

The distribution of stress contour lines reduced based on H-M-H hypothesis and material displacement was observed for specified load force \( F \) of the C-frame. The analysis was performed as a static one.

The effect of material on the recess geometry on the distribution of stress contour lines reduced based on H-M-H hypothesis including stress concentrators was observed during the straining analysis of the C-frame. The deflection values and the mass change due to machine body material recess geometry was read. The deflection measurement was performed in the C-frame node, on the base surface for die positioning and mounting (Fig. 3a).

Different deflection values (Table 2) were achieved for individual model versions and such a selected measurement point. The example of frame deformation with rectangle through opening at the zoom in factor of 50 was presented on Fig. 8.

When forming the clinching joint, the C-frame absorbs the elastic strain energy \( W_d \), thus achieving the potential energy of eclectically strained body:
Where:

\[ W_d = \frac{1}{2} \frac{F \cdot f}{10^3} [J] \]  

(2)

Where:

- \( W_d \) – the potential energy of elastically strained frame [Nm],
- \( F \) – pressure force [N],
- \( f \) – frame deflection [mm].

The frame rigidity \( C \) (the strain resistance) is a quotient of force \( F \) and deflection \( \Delta x = f \):

\[ C = \frac{F}{\Delta x} \left[ \frac{kN}{mm} \right] \]  

(3)

The relations between the rigidity and the frame elastic strain energy (for all models) were presented in Fig. 9. The lower the rigidity (value \( C \)), the more the frame absorbs the forming force energy \( F \).

The frame had the highest mass, and thus the highest structure rigidity, and this in turn resulted in the smallest material displacement under load force of 50 kN (Fig. 10 and 11a). The highest mass reduction by 22.5% in relation to a solid frame was achieved for model M-IV. Such a form of frame material recesses (openings) resulted in increasing the frame deflection in \( x \) and \( y \) direction of the \( xyz \) system.

As mentioned earlier, modern control systems enable frame deflection compensation in \( x \) axis direction with ±0.01mm accuracy, while it is almost impossible to compensate the deflection component in \( y \) direction. The smallest unwanted deflection in \( y \) direction was achieved for a frame with recess (model M-V), and the highest for

![Fig. 7. C-frame, base model view: a) solid model with boundary conditions and external load, and b) discreet model with finite element mesh](image)

![Fig. 8. C-frame deformation after maximum forming force load (clinching joint) and its model under load condition (zoom in factor of 50).](image)

![Fig. 9. The relations between frame rigidity and elastic deflection energy](image)

![Fig. 10. Mass and displacement changes in the measurement point of frame loaded with force 50 kN](image)

![Fig. 11a – d. The distribution of resulting displacement of C-frame for various material recess geometry (models M-I-M-VII; \( U_{w} \) mm)](image)
model M-VII (Fig. 10), which included the discontinuity in form of triangle openings. The highest value of resulting displacements was observed for model M-II (Fig. 11b). For all C-frame models, the highest material straining was located on the internal surface of wall arm radial transition into the remaining part of the body. The strain concentration was lower on internal surfaces of openings (Fig. 12b, d, f, g).

The highest stress was observed in the location of the highest deflectioning load acting the geometrical stress concentrator area in model M-VII (Fig. 13). Therefore, in the future analyses we decided to examine the effect of transition surface radius value (2, Fig. 13) to the stress concentration and value in this area.

The change of rectangle opening placement distance (model M-II) significantly affects the behavior of loaded frame. The lowest displacement of the measurement point both in x and y axis of the FEM model coordinate system was achieved for d=100mm from the internal surface of the frame (Fig. 14). The lowest displacement in y axis direction was observed for distance d=60 mm (with d pitch of 10 mm).
The displacement of opening from the C-frame arm base surface by 50mm increased its rigidity, thus increasing stress in the internal corner (the area indicated on Fig. 15d). At the lowest opening distance from this surface (d=50mm) such a created “beam” decreased the stress level in the corner, balancing the frame material stress in this area (Fig. 15c). Thus the base part of the die was deflectioned more (Fig. 15a).

The lowest deflection was observed in the version of C-frame with the opening distant the most from the loading force axis. When forming the joint, the machine body (C-frame) is loaded due to the joint forming. The machine body (including machine tools) state of stress is affected by several factors, and the most important are process forces and inertia forces [16]. Knowing these forces allows to estimate the strength of individual assemblies. The static rigidity of machine bodies is one the most important features affecting the dimension and form accuracy of work pieces [1, 2, 5, 17, 18].

The effect of loading force history on deflection curve was also examined during the frame rigidity FEM analysis. For actual joining force curve (restamping steel sheets, thickness 1mm) the analysis of C-frame material displacement in the measurement point p was performed (Fig. 3a). The response characteristics for such a load was presented on Fig. 16a for £dx and Fig 16b for £dy respectively. The curves for model M-III were skipped due to very small slam differences in relation to results achieved for model M-V. For model M-V, the difference between resulting curves of x and y axis displacement for this model and for solid frame was the smallest.

In all frame models, the highest deflection was observed in the final clinching joint forming phase (Fig. 16). When accounting for identical joint forming conditions, the frame used for joint forming should be very rigid, i.e. its deflection characteristics should have the lowest displacement increase.

The final clinching joint forming phase conditions are close to the hydrostatic compression, resulting in a rapid force increase, which easily translates to the C-frame straining.

5. Summary

The “ready to use” C-frame of the clinching joint machine account for an applied load and features the arms of specific structure, enabling easy extension and retraction to and from the joint area. Preserving the adequate tool support rigidity while having relatively low frame mass is critical. The accuracy of tool positioning in the C-frame and frame deflection affect the tool’s cutting edge or its coaxiality error. The designed frame can have opening to reduce its mass, but these openings must be of right dimensions, shape and placement.
The forming force curve presents the variable frame load during this process. When designing the body, the most important is to achieve possibly low mass while preserving the highest rigidity.

The conclusions of FEM analysis for displacement of measurement point loaded with force 50 kN are as follows:
- the placement of rectangle frame opening in relation to loading force direction affects the frame rigidity;
- preparing openings (recesses) on all material surface (model M-V) on two sides of frame results in the lowest displacement increase and relatively high mass reduction;
- the highest mass reduction while preserving the deflection change value in a direction lateral to force direction was achieved for model with four openings (model M-VI).
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